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Abstract—Traditional video compression approaches build upon the hybrid coding framework with motion-compensated prediction and residual transform coding. In this paper, we propose the first end-to-end deep video compression framework to take advantage of both the classical compression architecture and the powerful non-linear representation ability of neural networks. Our framework employs pixel-wise motion information, which is learned from an optical flow network and further compressed by an auto-encoder network to save bits. The other compression components are also implemented by the well-designed networks for high efficiency. All the modules are jointly optimized by using the rate-distortion trade-off and can collaborate with each other. More importantly, the proposed deep video compression framework is very flexible and can be easily extended by using lightweight or advanced networks for higher speed or better efficiency. We also propose to introduce the adaptive quantization layer to reduce the number of parameters for variable bitrate coding. Comprehensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework on the benchmark datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

VIDEO compression is widely used to reduce storage and bandwidth requirements when storing and transmitting videos. It is reported that video content contributes to more than 80 percent internet traffic [1], and the percentage is expected to increase even further. Therefore, it is necessary to design an efficient video compression system and generate higher quality frames at a given bandwidth budget.

A lot of video compression standards have been proposed in the past decades. For example, H.264 [2] is the most widely used video codecs and H.265 [3] is the latest video compression standard. All these algorithms follow the hybrid coding architecture with motion-compensated prediction and residual transform coding. However, these algorithms [2], [3] rely on hand-crafted modules, e.g., block based motion estimation and discrete cosine transform (DCT), to reduce the spatial and temporal redundancies in the video sequences. Therefore, it is possible to further improve video compression performance by developing new learning based methods.

Recently, deep neural network (DNN) based auto-encoders for image compression [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] have achieved comparable or even better performance than the traditional image codecs like JPEG [14], JPEG2000 [15] or BPG [16]. One possible explanation is that the DNN based image compression methods can employ the end-to-end training strategy and highly non-linear transform, which are not used in the traditional approaches. Besides, the existing methods also try to employ DNNs for video compression [17]. However, most work only replace one or two modules [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] in the traditional framework instead of optimizing the video compression system in an end-to-end fashion.

There are two major challenges for building an end-to-end video compression system. First, it is very difficult to build a learning based video compression system because of the complicated coding procedure. The existing learning based video compression approach [23] cannot exploit the power of end-to-end optimization and also ignore the widely used hybrid coding scheme in the traditional video codecs. Therefore, it is critical to combine the advantages of both neural networks and the hybrid framework in traditional compression. Moreover, to exploit the power of the end-to-end training strategy for the learning based compression system, the rate-distortion optimization technique is also required to optimize the whole system. Second, it is necessary to design a scheme to generate and compress the motion information that is tailored for video compression. Video compression methods heavily rely on motion information to reduce temporal redundancy in video sequences. A straightforward solution is to use the learning based optical flow approach to represent motion information, however, the current optical flow methods only aim at generating accurate flow maps and are often not optimal for a particular task [24]. Besides, the data volume of optical flow increases significantly when compared with motion.
information in the traditional block based compression systems. Therefore, instead of using the traditional differential methods in [2], [3], optical flows should be compressed more efficiently.

In this paper, we propose the first end-to-end deep video compression (DVC) model. Our framework combines the advantages of both neural networks and the traditional video compression methods. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

- All components in video compression, i.e., motion estimation, motion compensation, residual compression, motion compression, and bit rate estimation, are implemented with the end-to-end neural networks.
- The components in the video compression system are jointly optimized based on rate-distortion trade-off through a single loss function, which leads to higher compression efficiency.
- The proposed framework is very flexible and two variants (DVC_Lite and DVC_Pro) of our DVC framework are also proposed for speed/efficiency priority.
- We propose the adaptive quantization layer for the DVC framework, which significantly reduces the number of parameters for variable bitrate coding.
- Experimental results show that our framework outperforms the widely used video codec H.264 and the existing learning based video codec.

This work builds upon the preliminary conference paper [25] with the following substantial improvements. (1) A more efficient motion estimation approach and a lightweight motion compression network are employed in our framework to effectively generate and compress the motion information with fewer trainable parameters. Based on these techniques, the newly proposed framework in this work (named as DVC_Lite) achieves comparable performance with the DVC model in [25], while DVC_Lite reduces the FLOPs by 76 percent and is 2.2 times faster in terms of speed. (2) Due to the high flexibility of the proposed framework, an advanced model DVC_Pro is further proposed by using more efficient residual/motion compression networks and the corresponding refinement networks. When compared with the previous DVC model, DVC_Pro outperforms DVC by up to 0.7dB. (3) An adaptive quantization layer is proposed for the variable bitrate coding and reduces the number of parameters significantly. (4) More experiments and extensive analysis, including computational complexity and loss function, are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Image Compression

Several image compression standards [14], [15], [16] were proposed in the literature. Although these methods can compress the images effectively, they heavily rely on handcrafted techniques. For example, the JPEG standard [14] linearly maps the pixels to another domain by using DCT and the corresponding coefficients are quantized before entropy coding [14]. One disadvantage is that all the modules in the traditional codecs are separately optimized and may not achieve optimal compression performance.

Recently, the learning based image compression approaches [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [10], [11], [12], [13], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31] have attracted increasing attention. In [4], [6], [9], recurrent neural networks (RNNs) based auto-encoders are utilized to design a progressive image compression scheme. And then this approach is further improved by using more advanced RNN architectures, learning based entropy model and spatial adaptive bitrate allocation [6], [9]. Other methods employed the CNNs to build an auto-encoder style network for image compression [5], [8], [10]. Besides, to optimize the learning based compression system, the methods in [4], [6], [9] only tried to minimize the distortion (e.g., mean square error) between the original frames and the reconstructed frames without considering the number of bits used for compression. Meanwhile, the rate-distortion optimization technique [32] was adopted in [5], [8], [10], [11] for higher compression efficiency by introducing the number of bits in the optimization procedure. To estimate the bit rates, the context models are learned for adaptive arithmetic coding in [11], [12], [26], while non-adaptive arithmetic coding is used in [5], [10]. In addition, other techniques such as generalized divisive normalization (GDN) [5], multi-scale image decomposition [12], adversarial training [12], importance map [11], [26], conditional probability models [26], auto-regressive model [27], [30] and intra prediction [33], [34] were proposed to improve the image compression performance. Although the learning based image compression methods outperform the traditional image codecs, it only reduces the spatial redundancy without considering the temporal relationship.

For image compression, how to generate visually pleasing reconstructed images is a critical problem. In [13], Agustsson et al. used the generative adversarial network based image codec to obtain high perceptual quality images at very low bitrates. Patel et al. [35] analyzed the commonly used metrics like PSNR or MS-SSIM and perform the human study on perceptual similarity for different image compression techniques. In [29], a deep perceptual metric was proposed for learning based image compression by using better quality for human eyes. Patel et al. [31] proposed the rate-distortion-perception trade-off by introducing the perception term in the optimization procedure.

2.2 Video Compression

Recently, deep learning techniques are employed for video compression [17]. Most methods aim to improve the performance of the existing video compression algorithms by replacing particular modules, such as intra prediction and residual coding [18], mode decision [19], entropy coding [20] and post-processing [21], [22]. However, these methods are not optimized in an end-to-end fashion. In [36], Chen et al. proposed a block based learning approach for video compression. However, it will inevitably generate blockiness artifact in the boundary between blocks. Furthermore, they used the motion information propagated from the previously reconstructed frames through the traditional block based motion estimation method, which will degrade the compression performance. Tsai et al. proposed an auto-encoder network to compress the residual from the H.264 encoder for the specific domain videos [37]. This work does...
2.3 Motion Estimation

Motion estimation is a critical component in the video compression system. To reduce the computational complexity of the motion estimation procedure, the traditional video codecs use the block-based motion estimation algorithms [40], [41], [42], which well support hardware implementation. However, the block-based methods may introduce inaccurate motion information and thus degrade the compression performance.

In the computer vision tasks, optical flow is widely used to exploit the temporal relationship. Recently, a lot of learning-based optical flow estimation methods [43], [44], [45], [46], [47] have been proposed. These approaches motivate us to integrate optical flow estimation into our end-to-end learning framework. When compared with the block-based motion estimation method in the existing video compression approaches, learning based optical flow estimation methods can provide accurate motion information at pixel-level, which can be also optimized in an end-to-end manner.

It should be mentioned that the optical flow methods in [43], [44], [45], [46], [47] are designed for tracking true motion trajectory instead of considering the rate-distortion balance in video compression. Besides, due to the increased data volume, more bits are required to compress motion information if optical flow values are encoded by the traditional video compression approaches. Therefore, it is necessary to design an efficient motion compression scheme for learning based video compression methods.

3 Overview of the Proposed Framework

Introduction of Notations. Let \( V = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{t-1}, x_t, \ldots \} \) denote the current video sequences, where \( x_t \) is the frame at time step \( t \). The predicted frame is denoted as \( \tilde{x}_t \) and the reconstructed/decoded frame is denoted as \( \hat{x}_t, \hat{r}_t \) represents the residual (error) between the original frame \( x_t \) and the predicted frame \( \tilde{x}_t, \hat{r}_t \) represents the reconstructed/decoded residual. To reduce temporal redundancy, motion information is required. Among them, \( v_t \) represents the motion vector or optical flow value. And \( \hat{v}_t \) is its corresponding reconstructed version. Linear or nonlinear transform can be used to improve compression efficiency. Therefore, residual information \( r_t \) is transformed to \( y_t \), and motion information \( v_t \) can be transformed to \( m_t, \hat{y}_t \) and \( m_t \) are the corresponding quantized versions, respectively.

3.1 Hybrid Coding Framework of Video Compression

In this section, we first give a brief overview of the hybrid coding framework for video compression. Please refer to [2], [3] for more details.

The hybrid coding framework is shown in Fig. 1a. All the modules in Fig. 1a are included in the encoder while green color modules are not included in the decoder. "MV Encoder Net" and "MV Decoder Net" represent the "Motion Vector Encoder Net" and "Motion Vector Decoder Net".
is considered as the motion information \( v_t \). Furthermore, in contrast to the compression method for motion information in the traditional codecs, a CNN model is proposed to compress the optical flow map in a lossy way, as the data volume of optical flow increases significantly in our work. Specifically, \( v_t \) is compressed by an auto-encoder style network with quantization, and the corresponding latent representations before and after quantization are denoted as \( m_t \) and \( \tilde{m}_t \), respectively. The reconstructed motion information is denoted as \( \tilde{v}_t \). The details are given in Section 4.2.

**Step 2. Motion Compensation.** Instead of using block based motion compensation as H.264/H.265, a pixel-wise motion compensation approach is implemented by using a neural network and we can then obtain the predicted frame \( \tilde{x}_t \) based on the optical flow map \( \tilde{v}_t \) obtained in Step 1. More information is provided in Section 4.3.

**Step 3-4. Transform, Quantization and Inverse Transform.** We replace the linear transform in the traditional compression method by using a highly non-linear residual encoder/decoder network, and the residual \( r_t \) is non-linearly mapped to the representation \( y_t \). Then \( y_t \) is quantized to \( \tilde{y}_t \). The quantized representation \( \tilde{y}_t \) is fed into the residual decoder network to obtain the reconstructed residual \( \tilde{r}_t \). The details are presented in Section 4.4 and Section 5.

**Step 5. Entropy Coding.** At the testing stage, the quantized motion representation \( \tilde{m}_t \) from Step 1 and the residual representation \( \tilde{y}_t \) from Step 3 are encoded into bits by using arithmetic coding. At the training stage, to estimate bit cost in our proposed approach, we use the bit rate estimation net in Fig. 1 to obtain the probability distribution of each symbol in the quantized representations and calculate the entropy to approximate the bit cost. More information is provided in Section 5.

**Step 6. Frame Reconstruction.** The reconstructed frame \( \tilde{x}_t \) is generated based on the predicted frame \( \tilde{x}_t \) and the reconstructed residual \( \tilde{r}_t \).

In summary, motion information, residual information and entropy bits for hybrid coding are all learned by using networks in the proposed framework. Finally, all these functional modules are jointly optimized in an end-to-end way by using a single rate-distortion loss. And thus these modules can collaborate with each other during optimization and it is expected to achieve better compression performance. The experimental results and ablation studies validate the advantage of such an end-to-end framework. Moreover, our framework is very flexible and all network modules can be easily updated or replaced by using lightweight or advanced networks for higher speed or better performance.

### 4 Network Architectures for Deep Video Compression

In our proposed deep video compression framework, all the components are implemented by deep neural networks. In this section, we will introduce the motion estimation net, motion vector encoder/decoder net, motion compensation, residual encoder/decoder net and bit rate estimation net.

#### 4.1 Motion Estimation Net

In our proposed DVC model, we use the learning based optical flow method Spynet [44] to estimate motion...
information. Spynet employs a pyramid architecture to estimate the optical flow map between two neighboring frames in a coarse to fine manner. Specifically, the previous frame \( \tilde{x}_{t-1} \) and the current frame \( x_t \) are the input for Spynet and the output is the estimated optical flow map \( v_t \), which will be compressed by the following motion compression module. In fact, any new state-of-the-art optical flow estimation net can also be adopted in the proposed compression framework and its performance improvement will benefit the whole compression framework.

Furthermore, the motion estimation net is jointly optimized with the whole compression system by minimizing the rate-distortion trade-off. Therefore, when compared with the original flow map from Spynet, the estimated flow map in our method is more compressible. In Fig. 2, we provide a visual comparison between the flow maps with or without joint training. Figs. 2a and 2b represent the frame 5 and frame 6 from the Kimono sequence in the HEVC Class B dataset. Fig. 2c denotes the reconstructed optical flow map when the optical flow network is fixed during the training procedure. Fig. 2d represents the reconstructed optical flow map after using the joint training strategy. Figs. 2e and 2f are the corresponding probability distributions of the optical flow magnitudes. It can be observed that the reconstructed optical flow map by joint training has more pixels with zero value, especially for the homogeneity regions like the human body in Fig. 2d. More importantly, the optical flow map with more zero values requires much fewer bits for encoding. For example, it needs 0.045 bpp for encoding the optical flow map in Fig. 2c, while it saves 15 percent bits and only needs 0.038 bpp for encoding the optical flow map in Fig. 2d.

When compared with the traditional motion estimation approaches, the learning based optical flow maps provide accurate motion and can be optimized with the whole video compression system.

### 4.2 MV Encoder Net and MV Decoder Net

To compress pixel-level optical flow \( v_t \) from the motion estimation network, we utilize an auto-encoder style network, which is first proposed by [5] for the image compression task. The whole Motion Vector (MV) compression network is shown in Fig. 3. The optical flow map \( v_t \) is fed into a series of convolution operations and nonlinear transform. The number of output channels for convolution (deconvolution) is 128 except for the last deconvolution layer, which is equal to 2. Given the optical flow \( v_t \) with the size of \( M \times N \times 2 \), the MV encoder will generate the motion representation \( m_t \) with the size of \( M/16 \times N/16 \times 128 \). Then \( m_t \) is quantized to \( \hat{m}_t \). The MV decoder receives the quantized representation and reconstructs motion information \( \hat{v}_t \). Besides, the quantized representation \( \hat{m}_t \) will be used for entropy coding. Based on the proposed mv encoder and decoder network, the optical flow map can be efficiently compressed.

### 4.3 Motion Compensation Net

Given the previous reconstructed frame \( \tilde{x}_{t-1} \) and the motion vector \( \hat{v}_t \), the motion compensation network obtains the predicted frame \( \tilde{x}_t \), which is expected to be as close as to current frame \( x_t \). First, the previous frame \( \tilde{x}_{t-1} \) is warped to the current frame based on the motion information \( \hat{v}_t \) in the following way,

\[
\tilde{x}_t = W(\tilde{x}_{t-1}, \hat{v}_t),
\]

where \( \tilde{x}_t \) is the warped frame and \( W \) is the backward warp operation [48]. To further improve the quality of the warped frame \( \tilde{x}_t \), we concatenate \( \tilde{x}_t \) and the reference frame \( \tilde{x}_{t-1} \) as the input, then feed them into another CNN to obtain the refined predicted frame \( \hat{x}_t \). Our motion compensation approach is shown in Fig. 4a and the detailed network architecture is provided in Fig. 4b.

Figs. 5a and 5b represent the predicted frame from our DVC model and H.265, respectively. Since our proposed method is a pixel-wise motion compensation approach, it can provide more accurate temporal information and avoid the blockiness artifact in the traditional block based motion compensation method. It means that we do not need the
hand-crafted loop filter or the sample adaptive offset technique [2], [3] for post-processing.

### 4.4 Residual Encoder and Decoder Net

After motion estimation and motion compensation, we can obtain the predicted frame $\hat{x}_t$ and the corresponding residual information $r_t$. Then the residual encoder is used to map $r_t$ to a compact domain for high efficiency compression, while the residual decoder is used to reconstruct the corresponding reconstructed residual information $\hat{r}_t$. We follow the variational image compression framework [8] to compress the residual. Specifically, the residual information is compressed based on an auto-encoder style network, which is composed of several convolution layers and CDN/IGDN layers [5]. More importantly, to provide an accurate probability estimation for the latent representation, a prior network is employed to predict the probability distribution of each representation. Please refer to [8] for more details. Compared with discrete cosine transform in the traditional video compression system, our approach can better exploit the power of non-linear transform and achieve higher compression efficiency.

### 4.5 Bit Rate Estimation Net

To optimize the whole network by considering both distortion and the number of bits, we need to obtain the bit rate of the generated latent representations. As we know, the accurate measure for bitrate is the entropy of the corresponding latent representation symbols. Therefore, we use the CNN model in [8] to estimate the probability distributions of $y_t$ and $\hat{m}_t$. The bit rate estimation net in [8] employs a univariate non-parametric density model based on the cumulative distribution to estimate the probability distribution.

### 5 NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

To build an end-to-end deep video compression system, it is still required to solve several issues before putting all the neural networks together. In this section, we will introduce the loss function, quantization and decoded frame buffer, which are indispensable for the end-to-end training.

#### 5.1 Loss Function

The goal of our video compression framework is to minimize the number of bits used for encoding, while at the same time reduce the distortion between the original input frame $x_t$ and the reconstructed frame $\hat{x}_t$. Therefore, we solve the following rate-distortion optimization problem,

$$L = \lambda D + R = \lambda d(x_t, \hat{x}_t) + H(\hat{m}_t) + H(\hat{y}_t),$$

(2)

where $d(x_t, \hat{x}_t)$ denotes the distortion between $x_t$ and $\hat{x}_t$ and can be measured by mean square error (MSE) or multi-scale structure similarity (MS-SSIM) [49]. $H(\cdot)$ represents the number of bits used for encoding the representations. In our approach, both residual representation $\hat{y}_t$ and motion representation $\hat{m}_t$ should be encoded into the bitstreams. $\lambda$ determines the trade-off between the number of bits and the distortion. To stabilize the training procedure, we also introduce an auxiliary loss, which is formulated as follows,

$$L_0 = \lambda D + R = \lambda d(x_t, \hat{x}_t) + \beta d(x_t, \hat{x}_t) + [H(\hat{m}_t) + H(\hat{y}_t)],$$

(3)

where $\hat{x}_t$ is the warped frame based on the reconstructed optical flow. The weight parameter $\beta$ is set to 0.1.

#### 5.2 Quantization

Latent representations such as residual representation $y_t$ and motion representation $\hat{m}_t$ are required to be quantized before entropy coding. However, the quantization operation is not differential, which makes end-to-end training impossible. To address this problem, a lot of methods have been proposed [4], [5], [7]. Inspired by [5], we also replace the quantization operation by adding uniform noise in the training stage. Taking $\hat{y}_t$ as an example, the quantized representation $\hat{y}_t$ in the training stage is approximated by adding uniform noise to $y_t$, i.e., $\hat{y}_t = y_t + \eta$, where $\eta$ is uniform noise. In the inference stage, we use the rounding operation directly, i.e., $\hat{y}_t = \text{round}(y_t)$.

#### 5.3 Decoded Frame Buffer

As shown in Fig. 1, the previous reconstructed frame $\hat{x}_{t-1}$ is required in the motion estimation and motion compensation networks when compressing the current frame $x_t$. Therefore, the encoding procedure forms a chain of dependency. To solve this issue and simplify the training procedure, we adopt an online updating strategy. Specifically, the reconstructed frame $\hat{x}_t$ in each iteration will be saved in a buffer. In the subsequent iterations, $\hat{x}_t$ in the buffer will be used for motion estimation and motion compensation when encoding $x_{t+1}$. Therefore, each training sample in the buffer will be updated in an epoch. In this way, we can store one previous frame for each video clip at each iteration, which is more efficient.

#### 5.4 Training Strategy

In our implementation, we first optimize the whole network based on the loss function $L_0$ for $0.5 \times 10^6$ steps. Then we use the loss function $L$ for $2 \times 10^6$ steps. We use the Adam optimizer [50] by setting the initial learning rate as 0.0001. The learning rate is divided by 10 when the loss becomes stable. The motion estimation module is initialized with the pre-trained weights in [44]. The whole system is implemented based on Tensorflow and it takes about 4 days to train the whole network when using two GTX 1080Ti GPUs.

### 6 EXTENSIONS FOR OUR DVC MODEL

Our framework is very flexible and the existing algorithms (e.g., the optical flow estimation and image compression methods) can be readily plugged into our framework. Considering that the compression efficiency and computational complexity are the two most important metrics for practical video codecs, two variants DVC_Lite and DVC_Pro of the DVC model are proposed in this section. Specifically, the DVC_Lite method is a lightweight video compression approach, which reduces 76 percent FLOPs and achieves similar compression performance when compared with the DVC model. The DVC_Pro model is an advanced video compression framework and achieves the competitive compression performance when compared with H.265 in terms of PSNR.
importantly, we propose the adaptive quantization layer for the learning based video compression method. Therefore, the encoder can share the same baseline model at different bitrates, which reduces the model sizes significantly.

6.1 DVC_Lite
The lightweight model DVC_Lite is based on the previous model and has the following improvements.

Motion Estimation. First, we propose an efficient motion estimation approach. Although Spynet [44] can provide accurate pixel-level optical flow, its computational complexity is also very high. In our DVC_Lite framework, we balance the accuracy of optical flow estimation and computational complexity and propose a new optical flow estimation approach to obtain the motion. Specifically, we first downsample the current frame \( x_t \) and the reference frame \( \hat{x}_{t-1} \) and obtain the corresponding low resolution frames \( x^d_t \) and \( x^d_{t-1} \). Then we feed these two frames into Spynet [44] and calculate the flow information \( v^d_t \). Finally, \( v^d_t \) is upsampled based on the context from high-resolution frames to obtain the pixel-wise motion \( v_t \). The architecture of our motion estimation network is illustrated in Fig. 6. Instead of estimating the full resolution optical flow map directly, our scheme reduces the computational complexity significantly by performing motion estimation on the downsampled frames. More details will be provided in Section 7.

MV Encoder-decoder Network. In our DVC_Lite framework, a lightweight motion compression framework is utilized. The new MV compression network is shown in Fig. 7. We feed the optical flow map to a series of convolution operations. The number of channels is set to 16 for all the convolution(deconvolution) layers, except for the last layer, which is set to 2. When compared with our design in Fig. 3, we increase the number of layers but greatly reduce the number of channels, our new framework thus reduces the computational complexity and model size significantly.

Motion Compensation Network and Residual Compression Network. To further reduce the computational complexity, it is also required to employ efficient network architecture for motion compensation and residual compression. A straightforward approach is to reduce the number of channels in the corresponding networks. This simple strategy is very effective to alleviate the computational complexity while maintaining the compression performance. For example, the number of channels in [8] is set to 128 while our DVC_Lite uses a light version by setting this number to 64. One possible explanation is that the residual \( r_t \) itself is very sparse and even the lightweight network can well compress the residual information.

6.2 DVC_Pro

Residual Compression. In the basic DVC model introduced in our conference work [25], the image compression framework in [8] is utilized for residual compression. To further improve the coding performance, a more advanced image compression scheme [27] is employed in [27], Minnen et al. used auto-regressive and hierarchical priors to improve the efficiency of entropy coding. Due to the high flexibility of the proposed deep video compression framework, it is also straightforward to embed the learning based image compression method [27] into our framework by replacing the corresponding residual encoder and decoder.

Motion Compression. In our previous conference work [25], motion information is compressed by using the factorized entropy model, which ignores the spatial relationship in the compressed latent space. Therefore, motion compression is not very effective. When motion information occupies more percentages in the total bitrate (i.e., the low bitrate setting in Figs. 11 and 12), the performance of our DVC method drops significantly. Inspired by the entropy model in image compression [27], we also use the auto-regressive model to compress the optical flow information. As shown in Section 7.3 (see Fig. 19), the new DVC_Pro method achieves much better performance than the basic DVC network because the percentage of bits used to encode motion information drops obviously, which demonstrates that the new entropy model improves the compression performance at low bitrates.

Motion and Residual Refinement. In the DVC model, the reconstructed optical flow map and residual information can be obtained by using the MV decoder net and residual decoder net, respectively. As we know, the quantization procedure will introduce quantization errors, which means the reconstructed optical flow and residual information are not accurate and thus have compression artifacts. To further improve the compression performance, we use two motion and residual refinement modules to obtain more accurate motion and residual information. These two modules are integrated into the DVC framework, which are after the MV decoder net and the residual decoder net, respectively. The network architecture of the motion refinement network is illustrated in Fig. 8, where \( v^d_t \) is the refined motion information used for the following motion compensation procedure. The network architecture of the residual refinement module is the same as the motion compensation network in Fig. 4 except that the residual information is used as the input to the network.


6.3 Adaptive Quantization Layer

In our conference work [25], we have to train different models at different λ values in Eq. (2) to achieve multiple bitrate coding in the practical applications. It means the decoder/encoder needs to store multiple models, which significantly increases the storage burden when deploying the proposed method. In this section, we aim to reduce the number of models for video coding at multiple bitrates by introducing the adaptive quantization layer (AQL).

In Fig. 9, we provide an example to illustrate how to integrate our adaptive quantization layer to the existing image compression framework [8]. The encoder (resp. decoder) can be the residual encoder (resp. decoder) or the motion encoder (resp. decoder) in our DVC framework. AQL (resp. IAQL) represents the adaptive quantization layer (resp. inverse adaptive quantization layer). AE and AD represent entropy encoder and entropy decoder. The hyper encoder and hyper decoder are used to estimate the corresponding entropy parameters $\sigma$, which are used in entropy coding. In our implementation, we follow the same strategy in Fig. 9 to integrate the adaptive quantization layer to the motion compression module and residual compression module in our DVC framework.

Specifically, in our proposed video compression scheme, we first train a DVC model at high-bitrate without using the adaptive quantization layer. Then all the parameters in the baseline DVC model will be fixed after the training stage. To obtain other models at low-bitrates, we integrate the adaptive quantization layer to the pre-trained baseline DVC model at high-bitrate (see Fig. 9). Finally, we only fine-tune the adaptive quantization layers for other models at different bitrates. Therefore, we only need to store the baseline DVC model at high-bitrate and the corresponding adaptive quantization layers at low-bitrates. In other words, the models at different bitrates share the same baseline DVC model, which reduces the total size of models for multiple bitrates.

![Fig. 9. An example of the basic compression network after using the adaptive quantization layer. “AQL” and “IAQL” represent the adaptive quantization layer and inverse adaptive quantization layer. “AE” and “AD” represent the arithmetic encoder and arithmetic decoder.](image)

We use a simple network architecture to implement the adaptive quantization layer. Take Fig. 9 as an example, the compressed features $y$ from the encoder go through the adaptive quantization layer before the actual quantization procedure. Specifically, we use a four-layer network $s(\cdot)$ to extract the scale information for the adaptive quantization layer (AQL). Then the feature $y^q$ after adaptive quantization is defined as follows,

$$y^q = y \cdot (1 - \text{sigmoid}(s(y))). \quad (4)$$

The corresponding inverse adaptive quantization layer (IAQL) is formulated as,

$$\hat{y} = \hat{y}^q \cdot (1 + \text{Relu}(s(\hat{y}^q))). \quad (5)$$

$s(\cdot)$ adopts the same architecture as $s(\cdot)$ and can be used to extract the scale information for the inverse adaptive quantization layer. The network architecture of $s(\cdot)$ is shown in Table 1, where $C$ is set to 80 in our implementation.

In [51], Choi et al. designed a variable bitrate scheme for image compression by changing the quantization step in the pre-defined range, and the features from different spatial locations share the same quantization step. However, the quantization step (i.e., scale information) in our approach is content adaptive, which is learned from the compressed features. More importantly, our proposed scheme does not change the existing baseline architecture, while Choi’s approach uses conditional CNNs to replace all the standard CNN modules.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive quantization layer, we provide the compression performance of our DVC_Pro method after using the adaptive quantization layers (named as DVC_Pro_AQ) in Fig. 10. It is noted that our DVC_Pro_AQ method achieves very similar compression performance compared to the baseline DVC_Pro models.

![Fig. 10. Performance comparison between the separately trained DVC_Pro models and our newly proposed method DVC_Pro_AQ.](image)

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Layer Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer1</td>
<td>Conv(1,C,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer2</td>
<td>DepthConv(5,C,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer3</td>
<td>DepthConv(5,C,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer4</td>
<td>Conv(1,M,1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conv(1,C,1) represents the convolution layer with the kernel size of $1 \times 1$, the output channel number of $C$ and the stride of 1. Here, $M$ is the channel number of the compressed features in the DVC method and is equal to 192.
7 Experiments

7.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We train the proposed video compression framework by using the Vimeo-90k dataset [24], which is recently built for evaluating different video processing tasks, such as video denoising and video super-resolution. It consists of 89,800 independent clips that are different from each other in content. The mini-batch size is set as 4 and the resolution of training images is 448 × 256.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods DVC/DVC_Lite/DVC_Pro, the UVG dataset [52], and the HEVC Standard Test Sequences (Class B, Class C, Class D, and Class E) [3] are used for evaluation. These datasets have diversified video content and resolutions, and thus are widely adopted to measure the performance of video compression algorithms in the literature.

Evaluation Method. To measure the distortion of the reconstructed frames, we use two evaluation metrics: PSNR and MS-SSIM [49]. MS-SSIM correlates better with the human perception of distortion than PSNR. To measure the number of bits for encoding the representations, we use bits per pixel (bpp) to represent the required bits for each pixel in the current frame.

In the video compression task, BDDBR and BD-FSNI (BD-MSSSIM) [33] are widely used to evaluate the performance of different video compression systems. BDDBR represents the average percentage of bit rate savings when compared with the baseline algorithm at the same PSNR (MS-SSIM). BD-FSNI (BD-MSSSIM) represents the performance gain (dB) when compared with the baseline algorithm at the same bit rate.

Deep Video Compression Models. There are four algorithm settings in our experiments. Specifically, the three approaches, which are optimized by using mean square error as the distortion metric, are denoted as DVC, DVC_Lite and DVC_Pro. Besides, we also report the results of another model that is optimized based on MS-SSIM [49], which is denoted as DVC (MS-SSIM). For each approach, we train 4 models with different trade-off parameter λ. For the MSE based models, the parameter λ is set to 256, 512, 1024 and 2048, respectively. Meanwhile, the corresponding λ values for the MS-SSIM based models are set to 8, 16, 32 and 64, respectively.

7.2 Experimental Results

In this section, both H.264 [2] and H.265 [3] are included for comparison. Furthermore, the recent learning based video compression system [23], denoted by Wu_ECCV2018, is also included for comparison. To generate the compressed frames by H.264 and H.265, we follow the setting in [23] and use FFmpeg with the veryfast mode. For fair comparison, both the proposed approach and the baseline methods in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 use the same GoP size. Specifically, the GoP size for the UVG dataset and the HEVC dataset are 12 and 10, respectively.

PSNR Evaluation. Figs. 11a and 12 show the PSNR based rate-distortion performance on the UVG dataset and the HEVC standard test sequences (Class B, Class C, Class D, Class E), respectively. From Fig. 11a, it is noticed that our approach outperforms the recent video compression work [23] by a large margin. Specifically, the proposed DVC model achieves about 0.6dB gain at the same bpp level on the UVG dataset. It should be mentioned that our method only uses one previous reference frame, while the work by Wu et al. [23] utilizes bidirectional frame prediction and requires two neighboring frames. In other words, our new framework for P-frame compression surpasses the B-frame compression method in [23]. A possible explanation is that we jointly optimize all

1. H.264: ffmpeg -pix_fmt yuv420p -s WxH -r FR -i Video.yuv -vf frames N -c:v libx264 -preset veryfast -tune zerolatency -crf Q -g GOP -bf 2 -b_strategy 0 -os_threshold 0 output.mkv
2. H.265: ffmpeg -pix_fmt yuv420p -s WxH -r FR -i Video.yuv -vf frames N -c:v libx265 -preset veryfast -tune zerolatency -x265-params "--keyint=GOP" output.mkv
3. FR, N, Q, GOP represent the frame rate, the number of encoded frames, the quality and GoP size, respectively. N is set to 100 for the HEVC datasets. GOP is set as 10 for the HEVC dataset and 12 for the UVG dataset.
the components in our framework while the motion information in [23] is not optimized in an end-to-end fashion.

On most datasets, our MSE based model outperforms the H.264 standard when measured by PSNR. It can also be observed that the performance of DVC_Lite is similar to DVC, while DVC_Pro outperforms DVC, especially for the HEVC Class C dataset in Fig. 12. More importantly, the DVC_Pro model even achieves comparable compression performance with H.265 in terms of PSNR, which demonstrates the potential of the learning based video compression approach.

In Table 2, we provide the BDBR and BD-PSNR results of H.265 and our proposed methods DVC, DVC_Lite, DVC_Pro when compared with H.264. Specifically, our proposed DVC model saves 19.22 percent bit rate, while H.265 saves 25.06 percent bit rate. However, the advanced model DVC_Pro saves up to 34.57 percent bit rate, which outperforms H.265.

We also observe that the DVC_Lite model achieves similar compression performance when compared with the DVC model. However, DVC_Lite only requires 27 percent of the total number of parameters and reduces 76 percent FLOPs. More analysis of the computational complexity is provided in Section 7.4.

**Evaluations under the Default Setting of H.265.** The previous learning based video compression methods [23], [25], [38] use the fixed GoP size when evaluating the performance between different codecs. To provide a more comprehensive evaluation, we also compare our method with the default setting of x265,2 where the variable large GoP size is utilized. All the video frames in HEVC Class B and Class C are used for performance evaluation. From the experimental results in Fig. 14, it is observed that the proposed method can achieve very competitive results on the HEVC Class B dataset at high bitrates. Considering that our approach does not exploit sophisticated rate control techniques, multiple reference frames, etc, our method still achieves promising results.

**MS-SSIM Evaluation.** In Figs. 11b and 13, the MS-SSIM based rate-distortion performances are provided. Although DVC, DVC_Lite and DVC_Pro are optimized by minimizing the MSE, these methods have also achieved promising MS-SSIM performance. For example, the rate-distortion curves in Fig. 13 show that our MSE based models achieve comparable or better compression performance than H.265 in terms of MS-SSIM. It demonstrates that our framework can generate reconstructed frames with better perceptual quality.

For the model optimized based on MS-SSIM, the proposed DVC(MS-SSIM) method outperforms the H.265/ H.264 codecs by a large margin when measured by MS-SSIM. For example, the DVC(MS-SSIM) method achieves more than 0.005 gain in terms of MS-SSIM when compared with H.265 on the HEVC Class C dataset. Besides, when measured by PSNR, it is also not surprising that the performance of DVC(MS-SSIM) method in Fig. 11a decreases significantly. One possible explanation is that the network based on the MS-SSIM criterion prefers to preserve the structure of the reconstructed image instead of preserving the original pixel intensity, which leads to performance drop in terms of PSNR.

We also provide the BDBR and BD-MSSSIM results in Table 3. It is observed that our proposed DVC method can save more than 29 percent bit rate over all sequences, while...
Table 2: BDBR(%) and BD-PSNR(dB) Performances of H.265 and Our DVC/DVC_Lite/DVC_Pro Methods When Compared With H.264 on the HEVC Standard Test Sequences in Terms of PSNR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>H.265</th>
<th>DVC</th>
<th>DVC_Lite</th>
<th>DVC_Pro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BDBR</td>
<td>BD-PSNR</td>
<td>BDBR</td>
<td>BD-PSNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B BasketballDrive</td>
<td>-44.37</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>-23.17</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ Terrace</td>
<td>-28.99</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-25.12</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cactus</td>
<td>-30.15</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-39.53</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimono</td>
<td>-38.81</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>-40.70</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParkScene</td>
<td>-16.35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-25.20</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-31.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-30.75</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C BasketballDrill</td>
<td>-35.08</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>-24.47</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQMall</td>
<td>-19.70</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>26.13</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartyScene</td>
<td>-13.41</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-9.14</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaceHorses</td>
<td>-17.28</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-8.06</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-21.37</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-3.88</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D BlowingBubbles</td>
<td>-12.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-17.79</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BasketballPass</td>
<td>-19.26</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQSquares</td>
<td>-3.94</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaceHorses</td>
<td>-14.77</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-18.95</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-12.51</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-9.68</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Vidyo1</td>
<td>-37.12</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>-36.05</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidyo3</td>
<td>-34.99</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>-32.58</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidyo4</td>
<td>-34.71</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-30.84</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-35.61</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-33.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Over All Sequences</td>
<td>-25.06</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-19.22</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The best result in each row is highlighted in bold.

Fig. 13. Performance (MS-SSIM) comparison between our proposed method and H.264 [2], H.265 [3] on the HEVC dataset.
H.265 only saves 21.73 percent bitrate. Besides, the MS-SSIM based method DVC(MS-SSIM) saves up to 45.88 percent bitrate when compared with H.264. Based on the results from Tables 2 and 3, it clearly demonstrates that our proposed method outperforms H.264 in terms of PSNR and MS-SSIM.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we also compare our DVC method with the latest learning based approaches [38], [54] and Xiph [56] datasets. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 15 and it is observed that our approach outperforms these approaches by a large margin. For example, when compared with Cheng’s approach [38] at 0.25bpp, our DVC model achieves 0.005 improvements in terms of MS-SSIM and reduces 25 percent bitrate when evaluated based on BDBR.

**Qualitative Comparison.** In Fig. 16, the reconstructed frames from different video compression algorithms are provided. Specifically, when compared with H.264/H.265, our DVC method generates high-quality reconstructed frames at the same bpp level. For example, our DVC method can generate a clear contour of the digital number in the top row of Fig. 16, while other methods generate more blurry contour.

### 7.3 Ablation Study and Model Analysis

In this section, we provide the ablation study of our proposed DVC method.

**Motion Estimation.** In our proposed method, we exploit the advantage of the end-to-end training strategy and optimize the motion estimation module within the whole network. Therefore, based on rate-distortion optimization, the optical flow map in our system is expected to be more compressible, leading to more accurate warped frames. To demonstrate the effectiveness, we perform an experiment by fixing the parameters of the initialized motion estimation module in the whole training stage. In this case, the motion estimation module is pre-trained only for estimating accurate optical flow, but not for optimal rate-distortion. The experimental result in Fig. 17 shows that...

### TABLE 3

**BDBR(%) and BD-MSSSIM(dB) Performances of H.265 and our DVC/DVC_Lite/DVC_Pro Methods When Compared With H.264 on the HEVC Standard Test Sequences in Terms of MS-SSIM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>H.265</th>
<th>DVC</th>
<th>DVC_Lite</th>
<th>DVC_Pro</th>
<th>DVC(MS-SSIM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B BasketballDrive</td>
<td>-39.80</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-22.21</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-23.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQTerrace</td>
<td>-25.96</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-19.52</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cactus</td>
<td>-26.93</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-41.71</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>-35.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimono</td>
<td>-35.31</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-33.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-31.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParkScene</td>
<td>-13.54</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-29.02</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>-24.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-28.31</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>-29.09</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-23.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C BasketballDrill</td>
<td>-34.04</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>-27.18</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>-24.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQMall</td>
<td>-17.57</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-18.85</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-15.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartyScene</td>
<td>-13.36</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-37.18</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>-32.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaceHorses</td>
<td>-17.01</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-29.24</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-22.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-20.50</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>-28.11</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-23.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D BlowingBubbles</td>
<td>-10.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-35.44</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>-29.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BasketballPass</td>
<td>-17.98</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-20.53</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-14.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQSquare</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-23.67</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>-14.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaceHorses</td>
<td>-13.23</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-29.79</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>-20.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-8.89</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-27.36</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>-19.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Vidyo1</td>
<td>-31.67</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-36.80</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>-21.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidyo3</td>
<td>-29.48</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-40.09</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>-19.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidyo4</td>
<td>-27.41</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-24.84</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-14.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-29.52</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-33.91</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-18.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Over All Sequences</td>
<td>-21.73</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-29.32</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>-21.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The best result in each row is highlighted in bold.
our approach with the joint training strategy can improve the performance significantly when compared with the approach by fixing the motion estimation module, which is denoted by \textit{W/O Joint Training} in Fig. 17 (see the blue curve).

We also report the average bit costs for encoding the optimal flow maps and the corresponding PSNR of the warped frame in Table 4. It is observed that we can obtain a higher quality warped frame with fewer bits cost by using the optimal flow map based on the joint training strategy. Specifically, when the motion estimation module is fixed during the training stage, it needs 0.044bpp to encode the generated optical flow map and the corresponding PSNR of the warped frame is 27.33db. In contrast, we need 0.029bpp to encode the optical flow map in our proposed method, and the PSNR of the warped frame is 28.17dB, which is higher. Therefore, the joint learning strategy not only saves the number of bits required for encoding motion information but also improves the warped image quality. These experimental results clearly show that video compression performance can be improved by putting the motion estimation module into rate-distortion optimization.

\textbf{Motion Estimation Based on Downsampled Frames}. In Section 6.1, we propose an efficient optical flow estimation network based on the downsampled frames to reduce the computational complexity while achieving high-quality motion estimation results. Our scheme upsamples the estimated optical flow maps based on the context information from high resolution frames. To demonstrate the effectiveness of such context information, we also perform a new experiment by removing the context information. Specifically, the optical flow maps based on downsampled frames will be upsampled by bilinear interpolation and compressed by the following motion compression network. Although the encoding speed can be improved by 15 percent after removing such context information, the coding performance drops more than 0.4 dB. Therefore, it is necessary to use context information from high resolution frames when performing the upsampling operation.

\textbf{Motion Compensation}. In this work, the motion compensation network is utilized to refine the warped frames. Since the motion estimation module may generate unreliable optical flow map, it is necessary to refine the warped frames. To evaluate the effectiveness of this module, we perform another experiment by removing the motion compensation network in the proposed system. Specifically, we use the warped frame $\tilde{x}_t$ in Eq. (1) as the predicted frame $\tilde{x}_t$ without using the CNN network for refinement. Experimental results of this alternative approach, which is denoted by \textit{W/O MC} (see the green curve in Fig. 17), show that the PSNR without the motion compensation network drops by 1.0 dB at the same bpp level.
Updating Strategy. In the training stage for our proposed method, the previous reconstructed frame is required for encoding the current frames. To address this issue, we use an online buffer in Section 5 to store previously reconstructed frames in the training stage when encoding the current frame $x_t$. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we also report the compression performance when the previous reconstructed frame $x_{t-1}$ is directly replaced by the previous original frame $x_{t-1}$ in the training stage. This result of this alternative approach, which is denoted by W/O update (see the red curve), is shown in Fig. 17. It is observed that the buffering strategy can improve the performance at the same bpp level. One explanation is that updating strategy can generate accurate reference frames, which benefits the training procedure.

MV Encoder and Decoder Network. In our proposed framework, we design a CNN model to compress the optical flow and encode the corresponding motion representations. It is also feasible to directly quantize the raw optical flow values and encode them without using any CNN. Specifically, we perform a new experiment by removing the MV encoder and decoder network. The experimental result in Fig. 17 shows that the PSNR of the alternative approach, which is denoted by W/O MVC (see the magenta curve), drops by more than 2 dB after removing the motion compression network. Besides, the bit cost for encoding the optical flow map in this setting and the corresponding PSNR of the warped frame are also provided in Table 4 (denoted by W/O MVC). It is noticed that it requires much more bits (0.200 Bpp) to directly encode raw optical flow values and the corresponding PSNR(24.43 dB) is much worse than our proposed method(28.17 dB). Therefore, motion compression is crucial when optical flow is used in the learning based video codec.

Motion Information. To demonstrate the effectiveness of motion information for video compression, we also investigate the alternative approach, which only retains the residual encoder and decoder network. As shown in Fig. 17, when treating each frame independently without using any motion estimation approach (see the yellow curve denoted by W/O Motion Information), the PSNR performance drops more than 2dB when compared with our baseline method.

Bit Rate Analysis. In this paper, we use a probability estimation network in [8] to estimate the bit rate for encoding motion and residual information. To verify the reliability, we compare the estimated bit rate and the actual bit rate by using arithmetic coding in Fig. 18. It is observed that the estimated bit rate is close to the actual bit rate, which leads to accurate rate-distortion optimization. Furthermore, we investigate the two parts in the rate-distortion function in Eq. (2). In Fig. 19, we provide the $\lambda$ value and the percentage of motion information at each point. When the parameter $\lambda$ is small in our objective function $\lambda D + R$ becomes larger, the whole bpp also becomes larger while the corresponding percentage of bits used for encoding motion information drops. In other words, our video compression framework will use more bits to encode the residual at a high bit rate.

7.4 Computational Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity and compression efficiency are the two most important metrics for practical video compression systems. In this section, we provide an in-depth analysis of computational complexity for the proposed methods DVC/DVC_Lite/DVC_Pro.

Encoding Speed. To compare the computational complexity of different video compression systems, we perform several experiments by using the server with Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 CPU and a single GTX 1080Ti GPU. Specifically, we include the two official reference software JM [57] and HM [58], two practical commercial software x264 [59] and x265 [60], the learning based methods from [23] and our proposed methods DVC/DVC_Lite/DVC_Pro. The experimental results are provided in Fig. 20. For the video sequences with the resolution of 1920x1080, the encoding speeds of JM and HM are 0.14fps and 0.02fps, respectively. In contrast, the encoding speed of our DVC_Light model is 3.33fps, which is 23.7 times faster than JM and 166 times faster than HM. Experimental results in Fig. 20 also demonstrate that our DVC_Lite is 2 times faster than the DVC method in [25]. Considering that the DVC_Lite method achieves similar coding performance as the DVC method, it demonstrates the effectiveness of our newly proposed motion estimation and motion compression networks. The encoding speed of our DVC_Pro is 1.35fps.

Besides, the practical video codecs x264 and x265 have different coding settings to balance the coding efficiency and encoding speed. For example, when the coding efficiency is given higher priority for video codecs, the
corresponding speeds are 4.06fps (x264_S) and 0.73fps (x265_S), which are similar to our DVC/DVC_Lite model. For the faster setting in x264 and x265, the encoding speed can be up to 109fps and 16fps, respectively.

It should be mentioned that both x264 and x265 are developed based on the highly parallel framework and use the assembly optimization techniques, which lead to the state-of-the-art encoding speed. Recently, a lot of deep model acceleration techniques, such as model pruning or model quantization, have been widely used to improve the inference time and reduce model size. Therefore, it is possible to further improve the speed of our method by using the latest techniques.

We also provide the encoding speed of Wu’s framework [23] in Fig. 20. Since the progressive coding scheme is utilized in [23], the coding speed changes for different target bitrate, i.e., different iterations. For the high bitrate, denoted as ECCV@0.625, the corresponding coding speed is 0.25fps, while our DVC_Lite is 13.2 times faster. For the low bitrate, denoted as ECCV@0.125, the encoding speed is 1.28fps, and DVC_Lite is about 2.6 times faster in speed.

In addition, another advantage of our proposed model is the complexity invariance. Specifically, for the given video sequence with specific resolution, the encoding speed of our model keeps constant irrespective of the target bitrate or the video content. However, as shown in Fig. 21, the encoding speed of the learning based method [23] and the traditional video codecs vary a lot for different bitrates. Due to the existing mode decision scheme in the traditional video codecs, the corresponding encoding speed also varies for different video content even at the same bitrate.

**Model Complexity.** In Table 5, we provide the parameters and FLOPs of our proposed method. Specifically, for the video sequence with the resolution of 384x192, the corresponding parameters and FLOPs of our DVC method are 10.1M and 154.7GFLOPs. In comparison with DVC, the parameters and FLOPs of the newly proposed DVC_Lite are 2.7M (73 percent reduction) and 36.9GFLOPs (76 percent reduction), respectively. For the DVC_Pro model, the parameters and FLOPs are 29.4M and 294.6GFLOPs. Furthermore, we also provide the trainable parameters and FLOPs for the learning based image codec [8]. It can be observed that the FLOPs of DVC_Lite are comparable with the image codec in [8] (36.9GFLOPs vs. 29GFLOPs). However, our model is much smaller (2.7M vs. 11.8M). The results demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed video compression codec.

When comparing DVC_Lite with DVC, the reduction ratios of each sub-network are illustrated in Fig. 22. Specifically, the proposed motion estimation scheme based on the downsampled frames can reduce up to 92 percent FLOPs when compared with the original motion estimation network in [25]. Instead of using GDN [5] and building a large-capacity network to compress the motion information, we find that a lightweight and efficient network is good enough to compress the motion information, which leads to 74 percent reduction in the model size. Besides, we also reduce the channel number of the motion compensation network and the residual compression network to decrease the computational complexity. For example, we reduce the channel number of the residual compression network from 128 to 64 and obtain 83 percent reduction in FLOPs.

**8 CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have proposed the fully end-to-end deep learning framework for video compression. Our framework inherits the advantages of both classic predictive coding scheme in the traditional video compression standards and the powerful non-linear representation ability from DNNs. Experimental results show that our approach outperforms the widely used H.264 video compression standard and the recent learning based video compression system. The work provides a promising framework for applying deep neural networks for video compression. Based on the proposed framework, new state-of-the-art methods for optical flow...
estimation, image compression, bi-directional prediction, and rate control can be readily plugged into this framework.
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